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    1- Blake's Worried Blues  2- West Coast Blues (2nd recording, tk. 1)  3- Skeedle Loo Doo
Blues (tk. 1)  4- Dry Bone Shuffle (tk. 2)  5- Hey Hey Daddy Blues  6- Sea Board Stomp  7-
Southern Rag  8- He's In The Jailhouse Now  9- Wabash Rag  10- Doggin' Me Mama Blues  11-
No Dough Blues  12- Panther Squall Blues  13- Fightin' The Jug  14- Early Morning Blues (2nd
recording, tk. 1)  15- Chump Man Blues  16- Georgia Bound  17- Hastings St.  18- I Was Afraid
Of That - Part 2  19- Ice Man Blues  20- Too Tight Blues No 2  21- Blind Arthur's Breakdown 
22- Guitar Chimes Blues  23- Diddie Wah Diddie No 2  24- Hard Pushing Papa  25- Rope
Stretchin' Blues - Part 1 (tk. 2)  26- Depression's Gone From Me Blues    Blind Blake - Vocals,
guitar  +  With Unknown, rattlebones (track 4)  Gus Cannon, banjo (track 8)  Jimmy Bertrand,
xylophone, vocal (track 10)  poss. George 'Bullet' Williams, harmonica (track 12)  Alex
Robinson, piano (track 13)  poss. Aletha Dickerson, piano (track 18)    Recorded 1926-1932    

 

  

The output of the Paramount Record Company in the late 1920's and early 1930's is among the
most frustrating in the history of recorded sound. On the one hand, they managed to assemble
what has come to be regarded as one of the greatest 'stables' of blues musicians ever to record
under one label, and of those, Blind Blake is most certainly in the very top rank.

  

On the other hand, their production values and methods were abysmal. Disc quality was so
poor that even when new and unplayed their products were so shoddy and inferior that they lost
distribution deals and some shops refused to stock them. Rather than invest in metal masters
strong enough to withstand the requirements of pressing a hit record, they used cheap, soft
metal parts which quickly deteriorated. If a hit was on the cards they merely recalled the
musician and got them to re-record the song and make a new, poor quality master - hence the
existence of several versions of a number of Blind Blake's output in varying degrees of sound
quality, often ranging from poor to abysmal.
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In putting together and remastering this collection I've tried to balance a number of
requirements: firstly to put together a representative sample of Blake's entire recorded career
between 1926 and 1936, secondly to cover a range of styles, and thirdly to try and find the best
sounding surviving recordings from which to work.

  

The latter means, inevitably, that there is some considerable overlap with other one-disc sets.
So do we really need another Blind Blake collection? Well it is my belief that, thanks to recent
advances in sound restoration and remastering, it is most certainly worth revisiting these
recordings once again. I've aimed not just to reduce background noise, but also to re-equalise
to varying degrees a majority of the tracks in order to compensate for the sonic inadequacies of
the Paramount originals. In most cases this has resulted in a much fuller and well-rounded
sound, as well as a smoother and more convincing top end. Alas all too often the high treble
simply disappears into the surface hiss, and one can debate for ever the precise balance of top
end hiss suitable allowable in order to discern the music buried within it - for each track a careful
judgment has been necessary, based on the widely varying quality of the original material.
---Andrew Rose, pristineclassical.com
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